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Feeling some anxiety over the police entrance exam and the tests still ahead of you at the police academy? 

Don’t be. The fact that you already are preparing yourself for those tests and looking for ways to 

overcome your panic is a good sign that you’ll be just fine when it comes time to sit down and actually 

put pencil to paper. 

 

Performance anxiety is natural, especially when something that you really want is on the line. There is 

nothing you can do to prevent yourself from feeling some of those butterflies at test time. But do you 

want to know the only difference between someone who feels anxiety and still succeeds and a person who 

gets so twisted up with panic that he fails? One of them simply made the choice to not be overwhelmed 

by anxiety. 

 

Yes, that sounds too simple to be the answer, but it’s true. While test anxiety may exert influence over 

your brain synapses and physiological functions, it is still a mental reaction that you can train yourself to 

control and subdue at any time. It takes no more strength of will than what the average person already 

possesses. 

 

You just need to know a few simple techniques. 

 

Preventing Test Anxiety 
 

Preparation: Your level of anxiety about any task is going to decrease exponentially as your level of 

preparation increases.  Studying prepares you for tests by making sure that you are equipped with all of 

the information that you are expected to have. It’s hard to panic over questions when you know all the 

answers. 

 

Don’t wait until the last minute to begin preparing for a test. Be proactive. Find out what the test is going 

to cover and start studying those subjects before the test date is even revealed. Once you know when 

you’re going to be tested, work out a schedule so that you spend at least a few hours every day studying 

for it. Give yourself time to cover every subject on the test at least twice, with some extra time to spend 

on your trouble areas. 

 

Be careful not to study so much that you burn out because a tired brain will not earn good scores. But, 

study enough to become confident that you are well-versed in every area in which you’ll be tested. That 

confidence will help you overcome anxiety when it arises. 

 

Remember that nothing contributes to panic more than being ill-equipped for the task at hand. Think of it 

like this – who’s going to be feeling more anxiety, a man who is expected to put out a kitchen fire and has 

nothing but an empty glass, or a man who’s standing there with three fire extinguishers? 

 

Rest and nutrition: Sleep is necessary for the brain to properly process all the sensory input it receives 

over the course of a day and to “reboot” and prepare to receive new input. That’s important because you 

need to be at peak cognitive function when taking tests. Sleep also gives your brain time to write new data 
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to your brain’s long-term memory centers, something that is necessary to help you recall what you 

learned while studying. 

 

Proper foods also aid your brain function. For example, Omega-3 fatty acids found in fish have been 

shown to improve memory and cognition and to help elevate mood. A diet that includes fish, anti-oxidant 

rich fruits and vegetables packed with B vitamins will increase your ability to process thought quickly and 

remember information. 

 

Why is this important? Again, it goes to preparation. Your brain is the main tool that you use when taking 

tests. The sharper and more efficient that tool is, the more confident that you will feel. 

 

Also, remember that anxiety causes physiological reactions that put stress on your mind and body. When 

you become anxious, the instincts known as “fight or flight” kick in. Adrenaline and stress hormones are 

released into your system. Your breathing grows shallow, your digestive system is inhibited (causing 

nausea) and blood flow is directed away from the brain and other organs toward the major muscle groups. 

In order to control this physical response, your brain and body have to be operating at peak condition.  

 

 Visualization: Did you play sports in high school? If so, then your coach probably had you spend some 

time mentally picturing yourself performing certain skills, whether it was catching a ball or pinning an 

opponent. The reason for this is that the brain can be fooled into thinking you actually are doing those 

things. It’s quick and easy practice that trains your mind and body to perform that task exactly as you 

have pictured it. 

 

There’s a story of an American pilot shot who was shot down over North Vietnam and captured during 

the war. He helped keep himself mentally alert by playing golf in his head. Over the years, he played 

again and again on every course he’d ever seen or been on. When he finally made it back to the U.S., his 

golf game was actually better than it had been before his capture, despite the fact that it had been years 

since he held a club. 

 

That technique does not work only with sports. You can practice visualization to help you gain 

confidence and stay calm as you approach a test. Take some time each day to picture yourself sitting 

down to take the test. See yourself calmly picking up your pencil and turning the pages, correctly 

answering questions. Imagine completing the test without any feelings of anxiety. See yourself receiving 

a passing score on the test. 

 

Thought-stopping: You may actually be training yourself to feel anxiety over tests. Feelings of fear and 

anxiety are processed by the amygdala, which takes its cues from what you consider a threat. By 

constantly worrying over tests, you train the amygdala to recognize tests as a fearful event. When you sit 

down to take one, the amygdala recognizes a threat and triggers the “fight or flight” response. 

 

It’s important that you re-train your brain to stop feeling anxiety over tests. When you begin to worry and 

“what-if” about a test, you have to interrupt your train of thought with an order to stop. For example, you 

might start thinking something like this, “Oh no, what if I forget how to read a map and fail the police 
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test? I’ll never get to become a cop.” Instead of allowing that thought to reach its conclusion, you literally 

say to yourself, “Stop!” and immediately cease. Then, you replace the negative thought with something 

positive. 

 

This will take some practice, but eventually you’ll be able to stop negative thoughts almost as soon as 

they begin. Your confidence will increase, and your amygdala will learn that a test is nothing scary. 

 

Dissipating Test Anxiety 
 

It’s possible that, despite your preparations, you may begin to feel the tinges of panic when you sit down 

to take a test. That’s no problem, it’s just a matter of choosing to get your emotions under control. 

 

When you feel the panic coming, stop what you’re doing, close your eyes and take a series of slow, deep 

breaths. Force the air all the way down to your diaphragm and hold it for a few beats before slowly 

releasing it. This will keep you from hyperventilating and allow your blood pressure and heart rate to 

return to normal. 

 

Keep your eyes closed and lean back in your chair. Point your toes and stretch your legs out in front of 

you as far as you can. Hold the stretch for 30 seconds, then release. Do that two or three times. Then sit 

up with your back straight against the chair and your head up. Let your arms hang straight down at your 

sides. Breathe out and let your muscles go slack. Stretch both your arms straight down toward the floor as 

far as you can. Hold it for 30 seconds and release. Do that two or three times until you feel the tension 

leave your neck and shoulders. 

 

With your eyes still closed, take a minute to visualize yourself calmly taking the test. Picture yourself 

standing up and smiling confidently as you leave the room with the test completed. If negative thoughts 

try to intrude, use your thought-stopping technique. 

 

Open your eyes and tell yourself that you choose to be confident about this test. 

 

Then, get started. 

 


